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ABSTRACT 

We study inner derivations and generalized inner derivations in semiprime Γ-rings to develop some 

important results. If f and g are inner derivations of a semiprime Γ-ring M satisfying the equation 

0)()(  xgxxxf  for all Mx , then we show that 0 gf . This equation produces a 

number of results on generalized inner derivations as well. 
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1. Introduction 

For clear understanding and independency of this article we begin with the dentition of gamma 

ring along with some of its useful classifications and basic properties.  

If M and Γ are additive abelian groups with a mapping baba  ),,(  of MMM   such 

that cba  )( cbca  , ba )(  baba  , )( cba  caba  , and cba  )(

)( cba   for all Mcba ,,  and , , then M is called a Γ-ring. Throughout the article, M 

represents a Γ-ring. 

An element Mx  is called a nilpotent element if, for all  , 0)(  xx n  for some positive 

integer n. M is said to be 2-torsion free if 02 x  implies 0x  for all Mx . M is called prime if 

0 bMa  (with Mba , ) implies 0a  or 0b , whereas M is called semiprime if 

0 aMa  (with Ma ) implies 0a . M is said to be commutative if xyyx   holds for all 

Myx ,  and  .  

The set cmmcMcMZ  :{)(  for all   and Mm } is known as the center of M. If 

Mba ,  and  , then ],[ ba = abba   is called the commutator of  a and b with respect to 

α. It is clear that M is commutative if and only if 0],[ ba  for all Mba ,  and  . 

Some basic commutator identities are: 

(i) 0],[],[   abba ,  
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(ii)   ],[],[],[ cbcacba ,  

(iii)   ],[],[],[ cabacba ,  

(iv)   ],[],[],[ bababa , 

(v) )()(],[],[],[ bcabcabcacbacba   , and 

(vi) )()(],[],[],[ cabcabcbacabcba   . 

An additive map MMd :  is said to be a derivation of M if )( bad  )()( bdabad   holds 

for all Mba , and  . It is called a reverse derivation of M if )( bad  )()( adbabd   

holds for all Mba , and  .  

An additive map MMf :  is said to be a generalized derivation of M if there exists a derivation 

MMd :  such that )( baf  )()( bdabaf   holds for all Mba , and  .  

A derivation d is known as an innerderivation of M if there exists Ma  such that  ],[)( xaxd  

for all Mx and  . A generalized derivation f is known as a generalized inner derivation of 

M if there exist Mba ,  such that bxxaxf )(  holds for all Mx and  .  

A mapping MMh :  is called centralizing on M if )(]),([ MZxxh   for all Mx and 

. In particular, if 0]),([ xxh  for all Mx and  , then h is called commuting on M. 

M. Sapanci and A. Nakajima have introduced the notion of derivation of a Γ-ring in [11]. 

Afterwards, Y. Ceven and M. A. Ozturk [4] have introduced the notion of generalized derivation 

of a Γ-ring (we refer the reader to see [5] for detailed discussion and examples).  

The study of centralizing and commuting maps on classical rings was initiated by E. C. Posner 

[10]. During the last three decades, a lot of research works has been performed to develop these 

concepts (e.g. [2, 3, 8]). We introduce those notions in case of gamma rings extensively. 

This article aims to study some important properties of derivations and related maps on semiprime 

gamma rings. Considering a functional equation satisfied by inner derivations and generalized 

inner derivation on semiprime gamma rings, we establish some interesting results as applications 

of this equation. Especially, we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for generalized inner 

derivations to be derivations and reverse derivations. We also obtain a commutativity theorem for 

a semiprime gamma ring additionally. We have been inspired to do this work from the results in 

[12] proved by A. B. Thaheem who has established the results in case of classical rings, whereas 

we extend those results for gamma rings with an additional condition. 

 

2. Main Results 

Throughout this section (almost everywhere), we may need to consider that a Γ-ring M satisfies 

the condition 

(*) cbacba  for all Mcba ,,  and , . 
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If M satisfies the condition (*), then the commutator identities (v) and (vi) respectively become 

(V) bcacbacba   ],[],[],[ , and (VI) cbacabcba   ],[],[],[ . 

Lemma 2.1 Let M be a 2-torsion free semiprime Γ-ring satisfying the condition (*). If Ma  be 

such that axaxaa   ],[],[  for all Mx  and  , then )(MZa . 

Proof. Define a mapping MMd :  by  ],[)( xaxd  for all Mx  and  . We claim that d 

is a derivation on M; that is, )()()( ydxyxdyxd   holds for all Myx ,  and  .  

By the defining mapping, we have 

yxdydxyxayaxyxayxd   )()(],[],[],[)( , 

and therefore, d is a derivation on M. 

Now 0],[],[]],[,[)](,[))(()(2   axaxaaxaaxdaxddxd  for all Mx  (by 

hypothesis).  

Since d is a derivation on M, we have 

))()(())(()(0 2 ydxyxddyxddyxd   

   
)()(2)()()()()()( 22 ydxdydxydxdydxdyxd  . 

Since M is 2-torsion free, 0)()(  ydxd .  

Putting xmy   (for Mm  and  ), we obtain 

)()()()()()()()(0 xdmxdxdmxdxmdxdxmdxd  . 

By the semiprimeness of M, we have 0)( xd .  

That is, 0],[ xa for all Mx  and  . This implies that )(MZa . □ 

Lemma 2.2 Let M be a 2-torsion free semiprime Γ-ring satisfying the condition (*). If an additive 

mapping MMf :  is centralizing on M, then f is commuting on M. 

Proof.We have )(]),([ MZxxf  for all Mx  and  . By linearizing this, we obtain 

)(]),([]),([ MZxyfyxf   for all Myx ,  and  . 

Replace y by xx  (for Mx  and  ) to get )(]),([]),([ MZxxxfxxxf   . 

Here, xxxfxxfxxxxf   ]),([]),([]),([ .  

Since )(]),([ MZxxf  , we find that xxxfxxxf   ]),([2]),([ . Thus,  

(1) )(]),([]),([2 MZxxxfxxxf   . 

By assumption, )(]),([ MZxxxxf   for all Mx  and , . That is, 

(2) )(]),([]),([ MZxxxxfxxxfx   . 
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Taking fixed Mx , let )(]),([ MZxxfz    and  ]),([ xxxfu .  

We must show that 0z . By (1), we have 

                                   ]),([]2),([]2),([0 uxfxzxfuxzxf  

                     ]),([2]),([]),([2]),([2 uxfzzuxfxzxfxxfz , 

where 0]]),([),([2  xxxfxf  since )(]),([ MZxxf  .  

Therefore, we get 

(3) zzuxf  2]),([ . 

According to (2), we have 

  ]),([]),([]),([0 xuxfuxxfxuuxxf  

                 
xuxfxxfuuxxfuxfx   ]),([]),([]),([]),([ . 

By (3), the above expression becomes 022  xzzzuuzzzx ,  

which yields 042  xzzuz , and therefore, xzzuz  2 . From (3), we obtain (by using the 

last relation) 

             
uzxfuzxfuxfzzzz   ]),([]),([]),([2  

zzzxxfzzuzxfxzzxf   2]),([2]),([]2),([ . 

Therefore, 04  zzz . Hence, we get 0)( 2  zzz . Since the centre of a semiprime  -ring 

contains no nonzero nilpotent elements (as we know), we conclude that 0z . This completes the 

proof. □ 

Lemma 2.3 Let M be a semiprime Γ-ring. If Ma  is such that 0 yax  for all Myx ,  and 

, , then 0a . 

Proof. We have 0 yax . Multiplying it by ya  on the left, we find that 0)()(  yaxya  

for all  . If we fix y, then the semiprimeness of M forces that 0ya . Since y is arbitrary, we 

have 0 aya for all My  and  . Again, by the semiprimeness of M, we obtain 0a . □ 

Proposition 2.4 Let M be a semiprime Γ-ring satisfying the condition (*), and let Mba , .  Then 

the mapping MMf :  defined by bxxaxf )(  (with Mx  and  ) is a derivation if 

and only if ab  . 

Proof.For Myx , , we have bybxyaxabyxyxayxf  )()()(  

                                          
)()()()( yfxfbyyabxxa  . 

Therefore, f is additive. 

Now assume that ab  , then 


 ],[)( xaaxxaxf . Thus, we have 
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yxfyfxyxayaxyxayxf 


)()(],[],[],[)( , 

and therefore, f is an inner derivation. 

Conversely, suppose f is a derivation. Then )()()( yfxyxfyxf   for all Myx ,  and 

 .  

Also, we have byxyxayxf  )( . Hence, by using the condition (*), we get 

byxyaxybxyxabyyaxybxxabyxyxa  )()(  

                        
byxyabxyxabyxyaxybxyxa  )( , 

and so, we obtain 0)(  yabx .  

By Lemma 2.3, it follows that 0 ab , which implies ab  .  

In this case, 


 ],[)( xaaxxaxf  for all Mx  and  , and so, f is then an inner 

derivation. □ 

Remark 2.5 We make the following observations: 

(i) If M is a semiprime Γ-ring and 0 bxxa  for all Mx  and  , then 0 ba ; that 

is, ab  . 

This follows from Proposition 2.4, because the zero map is trivially a derivation. 

(ii) If a Γ-ring M is semiprime and bxxa   for all Mx  and  , then ba  . 

Indeed, bxxa  0)(  bxxabxxa , and by (i), 0)(  ba ; that is, ba  . 

(iii) If M is a 2-torsion free semiprime Γ-ring such that 0 axxa  for all Mx  and  , 

then 0a . 

Indeed, by (i), 0020  aaaa . 

Proposition 2.6 Let M be a 2-torsion free semiprime Γ-ring satisfying the condition (*), and let 

Mba , .  Then the mapping MMf :  defined by bxxaxf )(  (for all Mx  and 

 ) is a reverse derivation if and only if 0f . 

Proof. It is clear that f is additive. Assume that f is a reverse derivation.  

Then )()()( xfyxyfyxf   for all Myx ,  and  .  

So, we have 

bxyxayxbyxyabxxayxbyyabyxyxa  )()( . 

Therefore, 

0)()(  xayxbybyxxyyxxya . 
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So, we get the identity 

(4) 0],[],[ 


xayxbybxyxya . 

Replacing y by x in (4), we obtain 0 xaxxbx  for all Myx ,  and , .  

By condition (*), it gives 

(5) 0)(  xabx  for all Mx  and , . 

The linearization of (5) yields 0)()()(  yxabyx  for all Myx ,  and , .  

Therefore, 0)()()()(  yabyxabyyabxxabx . 

Using (5), we find 

(6) 0)()(  xabyyabx  for all Myx ,  and , . 

If we fix x in (6), then by Remark 2.5(iii), we get 0)(  xababx .  

Since x is arbitrary, again by applying Remark 2.5(iii), we find that 0)(2  ab .  

But, since M is a 2-torsion free, we have ab  .  

Thus, 


 ],[)( xaaxxaxf  for all Mx  and  . 

By assumption, f is a reverse derivation, so  

)()()( xfyxyfyxf   for all Myx ,  and  . 

That is, 


 ],[],[],[ xayxyayxa , and hence  

            
 ],[],[],[],[ xayxyayxayax . 

Replacing x by a in this last expression, we have  

ayayaa 


],[],[  for all My  and , . 

In particular, ayayaa 


],[],[ , and hence (by Lemma 2.1), we get )(MZa . 

Therefore, 0],[)( 


xaxf  for all Mx  and  , which shows that 0f . 

The converse is obvious. □ 

Theorem 2.7 Let M be a semiprime Γ-ring satisfying the condition (*), and let MMgf :,  be 

inner derivations such that 

(7) 0)()(  xgxxxf  for all Mx  and  .  

Then 0 gf . 

Proof. A linearization of (7) yields  

0)()()()(  yxgyxyxyxf  for all Myx ,  and  . 
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Therefore, we get 

))()(()()())()((0 ygxgyxyxyfxf   

)()()()()()()()( ygyxgyygxxgxyyfxyfyxfxxf   

)()())()(()()())()(( xgyygxygyyyfxyfyxfxgxxxf  . 

By using (7) in the above expression, we obtain 

(8) 0)()()()(  xgyygxxyfyxf . 

Replacing x by xy  in (8), and using (*) and (7), we get 

)()()()(0 xygyygxyxyyfyxyf    

  
))()(()()())()(( xgyxygyygxyxyyfyxfyxyf    

  
)()()()()()( xgyyxygyygxyxyyfyxfyyxyf    

  
)()()()()()( xgyyxygyygxyxyyfyxfyyxyf    

  
xygyyyfxgyyxfyygxyyxyf  ))()(())()(())()((   

  
))()(()()( xgyyxfyygxyyxyf   . 

That is, 

(9) 0))()(()()(  xgyyxfyygxyyxyf . 

By (8) and (9), we have 

))()(()()(0 ygxxyfyygxyyxyf   

     
)()()()( ygxyxyfyygxyyxyf   

                                          
xyfyyxyf  )()( . 

So, 0],)([  yxyf  for all Myx ,  and , . That is, 

(10) 0]),([],[)(   xyyfyxyf . 

Replacing x by zx  in (10), we obtain 

                                  
zxyyfyzxyf   ]),([],[)(0  

zxyyfzyxyfyzxyf   ]),([],[)(],[)(  

zxyyfyxyfyzxyf   )]),([],[)((],[)( . 

By using (10), we thus have 

(11) 0],[)(  yzxyf . 

Since f is an inner derivation, we may assume that  ],[)( yayf  for some   and for all 

 .  
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Then by (11), we have 0],[],[   yzxya  for all Mzyx ,,  and  ,, .  

In particular, if az  , then we find that 0],[],[   yaxya  for all Myx ,  and  ,, . 

Since M is semiprime, 0],[ ya  for all My  and  . This shows that 0f . 

We now show that 0g . Since 0f , therefore, by (7), we have 

(12) 0)(  xgx  for all Mx  and  . 

Substituting x by yx   in (12), and using (12), we obtain 

(13) 0)()(  xgyygx . 

Replacing x by yx  in (13), and using (12), (13) and (*), we find that 

                                 
)()()()(0 ygxyyxgyyxgyygyx   

)()()()( ygxyyygxygxyyygx   

                                    
)(],[)](,[)](,[ ygxyygyxygxy   . 

Thus, we have 

(14) 0)(],[)](,[   ygxyygyx  for all Myx ,  and , . 

Now putting xz  for x in (14), we obtain 

                                  
)(],[)](,[0 ygxzyygyxz     

)(],[)(],[)](,[ ygxzyygxyzygyxz     

)(],[))(],[)](,[( ygxzyygxyygyxz    . 

Using (14), we get 

(15) 0)(],[  ygxzy  for all Mzyx ,,  and  ,, . 

Since g is an inner derivation, we may assume that  ],[)( yayg  for some Ma  and for all 

 .  

From (15), we have 0],[],[   yaxyz  for all Mzyx ,,  and  ,, .  

In particular, if az  , then we obtain 0],[],[   yaxya , and by the semiprimeness of M, we 

conclude that 0],[ ya  for all  . Since y is arbitrary, we get 0],[)(  yayg . It gives 

0g . □  

Theorem 2.8 Let M be a semiprime Γ-ring satisfying the condition (*), and let MMh :  be a 

generalized inner derivation defined by bxxaxh )(  ( Mx ,  ) for some Mba , . 

Then h is commuting if and only if )(, MZba  . 

Proof. Assume that  )(, MZba  . 

We have   ],[],[],[]),([ xbxxxaxbxxaxxh  

 000],[],[],[],[],[],[    xbxxxabxxxbxxxaxxa ,  
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since )(, MZba  . Hence h is commuting. 

On the other hand, assume that h is commuting. Then 

  ],[],[]),([0 xbxxxaxxh  for all Mx  and  . 

Consider  ],[)( xaxf  and  ],[)( xbxg .  

Then )(xf  and )(xg  are inner derivations of M and 0)()(  xgxxxf  for all Mx  and 

 .  

Therefore, by Theorem 2.7, 0 gf . That is,   ],[0],[ xbxa  for all Mx  and  .  

This implies that )(MZa  and )(MZb . □  

Theorem 2.9 Let M be a 2-torsion free semiprime Γ-ring satisfying the condition (*), and let 

MMh :  be a generalized inner derivation defined by bxxaxh )(  ( Mx ,  ) for 

some Mba , . Then h is centralizing if and only if )(, MZba  . 

Proof. The mapping h is clearly additive. Since h is centralizing, by Lemma 2, we have h is 

commuting on M. Therefore, by Theorem 2.8, )(, MZba  . Conversely, we assume that 

)(, MZba  . Then by Theorem 2.8, h is commuting, and hence it is centralizing. □  

Definition. A Γ-ring M is said to be anticommutative if 0,   xyyxyx  for all 

Myx ,  and  . 

Here we show that if M is an anticommutative semiprime Γ-ring, then M is commutative, i.e. 

0],[ yx  for all Myx ,  and  . 

Theorem 2.10 Let M be a semiprime Γ-ring satisfying the condition (*). If M is anticommutative, 

then M is commutative. 

Proof. We have 0,  yx  for all Myx ,  and  . Fix y and define a mapping 

MMh : by  yxxh ,)( . Then 0)( xh  for all Mx . Therefore, 0]),([ xxh . This 

shows that h is commuting. So, by Theorem 2.8, )(MZy . Since y is arbitrary, we conclude that 

M is commutative. □  
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